**INTRODUCTION**

The forward surgical team (FST), designed for mobility, provides Level II forward life saving and resuscitative surgery. Resuscitative surgery includes controlling hemorrhage from traumatic amputation, as well as damage control surgery, usually an “abbreviated” laparotomy or thoracotomy. The goals of the abbreviated operation are to stop hemorrhage and gastrointestinal soilage.\(^1\) The overall goal of damage control surgery includes avoidance of acidosis, coagulopathy, and hypothermia, also known as the “lethal triad” or “bloody viscous cycle.”\(^2\)

Trauma related hypothermia is defined by body core temperature below 36°C. Hypothermia in trauma and surgery patients (especially below 34°C) is an independent risk factor and marker of mortality.\(^3\) The isolated brain injury patients are the one group that you must be careful rewarming. They should not be rapidly rewarmed above a normal temperature. The major pathophysiologic mechanism associated with trauma and hypothermia related mortality is an exacerbation of coagulopathy and platelet dysfunction, as well as other life threatening complications including infection, electrolyte disturbances, and cardiac dysrhythmias.\(^8\)-\(^10\) Studies of civilian patients requiring damage control surgery who presented with hypothermia that was subsequently treated with rewarming demonstrated decreased mortality as well as decreased blood and intravenous fluid requirements.\(^11\)-\(^13\) In a trauma registry of trauma patients evaluated at a Combat Support Hospital (CSH) during Operation Iraqi Freedom, mortality was also found to be independently associated with admission hypothermia (temperatures below 36°C).\(^14\) That correlation is presented in the Figure.

Patients with admission hypothermia at the CSH in this study also had a significantly higher blood product and factor VIIa requirements. The prevention and correction of hypothermia in damage control patients at FSTs should decrease mortality, as well as the volume of fluid and blood products these patients require. This is especially important in the logistically challenged, austere environment of far-forward combat surgery.

Currently, therapies to prevent and treat hypothermia are not standardized and vary between US Army FSTs and
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between the services (ie, US Navy and US Air Force level II surgical facilities). During the development of a joint theater-wide trauma system, the US military has been challenged to:

1. Define the optimal measures to prevent and treat hypothermia at level II surgical facilities.
2. Provide implementation and universal application of these measures at all level II military surgical facilities.

**Options for Prevention of Heat Loss and Therapies to Increase Core Body Temperature**

Heat loss with decreases in core body temperature is thought to result from one or a combination of 4 mechanisms:

- Radiation
- Evaporation
- Convection
- Conduction

Primary attention should focus on the prevention of heat loss since rewarming patients can be difficult and may require active measures which are invasive and limited in the combat environment. Furthermore, once hypothermia has occurred, patients may be subjected to the self-propagating vortex of the lethal triad—hypothermia causes coagulopathy, which then causes more bleeding, which then results in heat loss, which then causes more coagulopathy, which causes more—and the cycle continues.

Options for preventing heat loss and warming surgical patients involves everything that touches or goes into the patient. Since a significant cause for the loss of body temperature is radiation heat loss, the obvious first area of concern is the ambient temperature in the operating room.

**Ambient Operating Room Temperature**

The summer months in Southwest Asia are very warm, the nights and winter however, especially in the desert environment, can be surprisingly cold. Ambient temperatures lower than 80°F in the operating room are associated with the most common cause of heat loss from radiation. Elevating ambient temperature in the operating room to over 80°F is one of the most important measures to prevent heat loss and decreases in core body temperature in surgical patients. Limitations to this simple maneuver include the inability to adequately heat the operating room. However, environmental control units have demonstrated the capability to effectively heat the operating room and postoperative areas and should be widely deployed with the FST whenever feasible.

**Intravenous Blood and Fluid Warmers**

Damage control procedures are usually associated with the most critically injured patients. In some cases with documented survival, the resuscitative intravenous fluid requirement has exceeded several liters of crystalloid and up to 40 to 50 units of blood and blood products. These large amounts of refrigerated blood and room temperature fluid can have a dramatic effect on decreasing core body temperature. Infusion devices that warm blood and intravenous (IV) fluid before entering the patient have been documented to prevent heat loss and maintain body core temperature. Furthermore, use of rapid infusion systems, in addition to fluid warming, has been documented to decrease fluid and blood requirements, preserve body temperature, and decrease acidosis in hypovolemic trauma patients (optimally after surgical hemostasis). The Belmont FMS-2000® (Belmont Instrument Corporation, 780 Boston Road, Billerica, MA 01821) rapid infusion warming device has demonstrated the capability to adequately warm and infuse rapid amounts of blood and IV fluids. Currently, warming devices are not universally deployed with the FST. Several field expedient and other novel devices have been used to warm IV fluids. These range from warming water baths to immersing the fluids, utilizing the heating element of a meal-ready-to-eat (MRE), hand warmers, coffee makers, and wrapping IV fluids in heat blankets. The temperature of the fluid may be hard to control with these field expedient methods and could result in overheating, so these methods cannot be universally endorsed.

**Convective Heat Blankets**

Heating blankets prevent radiation heat loss and actively warm patients by convection, blowing air warmed to 44°C through air columns within the blankets. These systems require electricity and a heating air flow generating unit, as well as disposable...
blankets. The requirements can limit its use in the austere environment. Heating blankets are placed strategically over the patient’s body areas that are not undergoing the surgical procedure.

Unfortunately, patients who can benefit the most, polytrauma patients, frequently remain uncovered because several body areas require simultaneous operative intervention to control hemorrhage. The convective heat system most commonly used in military facilities and civilian trauma centers within the United States is the Bair Hugger® Blanket (Arizant Healthcare Inc, 10393 West 70th Street, Eden Prairie, MN 55344) system. Used intraoperatively, convective warming devices have been shown to maintain body temperature and avoid hypothermia. Despite the logistical limitations, many FSTs use Bair Huggers in the operating room and postoperative recovery areas. The deployment of Bair Huggers or similar convective warming devices should be universal at all level IIb surgical facilities. Modifications to the device to limit size and weight could be made with minimal industry effort.

Conductive heat loss is another important cause of decreased core body temperature in severely injured patients when these patients are placed on cold stretchers, gurneys, or operating room tables. Simple actions such as the placement of wool blankets, sheets, or other materials that conduct less heat can help minimize heat loss.

Hemorrhagic shock and physiologic derangements result in peripheral vasoconstriction to conserve core body temperature. These homeostatic systems are often overwhelmed in the postoperative resuscitative period, resulting in vasodilation and may allow for further potential body temperature loss. This potential for postoperative heat loss further emphasizes the importance of ambient room temperature, convective heating devices, and the avoidance of conductive heat loss in the immediate postoperative period.

**IRRIGATION FLUID**

While it is unusual to use copious irrigation fluid for peritoneal washout during the initial abbreviated laparotomy of damage control, many patients also need irrigation of large soft-tissue wounds. Using ambient temperature irrigation fluid can contribute to hypothermia, while using irrigation fluid warmed close to normal body temperature can help maintain normothermia. There are several potential ways to warm irrigation fluid, including the flameless MRE heaters, microwave ovens, or modification of a convective heater. For example, in 2002 a convective Bair Hugger heating hose was used to heat a box of IV and irrigation fluids during deployment to the Afghanistan theater. Several other commercially available heating devices for fluids, such as those produced by Enthermics Medical Systems (W164 N9221 Water Street, Menomonee Falls, WI 53051), are also available. A standard method for warming irrigation and intravenous fluid should be field-tested for universal use by all FSTs.

Evaporative heat losses are also important. Patients with open abdomen may experience significant heat losses. The abdomen should be protected with water and airtight barriers, such as, Ioban 2™ (3M, St. Paul, MN 55144-1000) to minimize evaporative heat losses.
OPTIMAL MEASURES FOR HYPOTHERMIA PREVENTION DURING HELICOPTER EVACUATION

All patients undergoing surgery at the FST or level II facility will be evacuated to the CSH or level III for continuing care and more definitive operative procedures. Intratheater patient movement is usually accomplished by helicopter. Patient movement is associated with environmental exposures, including cooler air at altitude and wind chill. In a study of heat loss during transport in a civilian intensive care unit, patients transported to the radiology department for a computed tomographic scan were found to lose up to 2°C of body temperature. Preventing hypothermia in a postoperative damage control patient in a helicopter is much more challenging than the intrahospital trip to radiology. Air flow through the helicopter should be minimized as much as possible within constraints of security (ie, door gunner). Anecdotal reports indicate that placing the postoperative patient in a “hot pocket” consisting of a modified body bag with 2 wool blankets and a reflective blanket has been used in both Afghanistan and Iraq for retention of body heat. Alternatively, the patient can be placed in a commercially available NARP Hypothermia Prevention and Management Kit™ (HPMK) (North American Rescue Products, Inc, 481 Garlington Road, Suite A, Greenville SC 29615), which includes an active heating element. Some have used the HPMK inside the hot pocket as well. The major limitation of both of these body temperature preservation techniques is that they completely cover the patient, which inhibits patient access and does not allow observation of en route bleeding.

Further evidence to support the technique of multiple layers for transport is that layers of insulating materials have been shown to help decrease loss of body heat in perioperative civilian patients. While layers of insulating materials decrease loss of body heat, active warming via a convective warming device has been demonstrated to offer optimal prevention of hypothermia in civilian patients during transfer. The addition of an active convective heating device (eg, Bair Hugger, Thermal Angel® [Estill Medical Technologies, Inc, 4144 N Central Expressway, Suite 260, Dallas, TX 75204]) and layers of insulating materials may offer the optimal hypothermia prevention to patients undergoing helicopter evacuation. Helicopter safety testing and subsequent fielding of a convective heating system to every helicopter evacuation platform should be considered.

OPTIMAL ANESTHESIA FOR THERMOREGULATION

General volatile anesthetics (ie, gas anesthetics) further exacerbate hypothermia in trauma patients by loss of normal thermoregulatory vasoconstriction with resultant vasodilation and redistribution of heat to the skin and peripheral tissues. One technique to avoid anesthetic-related hypothermia may be the use of TIVA (total intravenous anesthesia). TIVA, which utilizes intravenous medications such as propofol, ketamine, and fentanyl, with or without a paralytic, may be associated with less peripheral vasodilation and subsequent heat loss. TIVA has been used in thousands of civilian patients and has been used by providers in the
Iraq theater. One of the authors, LTC Grathwohl, used TIVA anesthesia for combat penetrating neurological injury in over 125 patients, demonstrating the safety and effectiveness of its use in the austere environment.

TIVA should be considered for use in the majority of patients undergoing damage control surgery at FSTs.

**Universal Level IIb Suggestions**

Suggestions for consideration for creating universal thermoregulatory measures for Level IIb are listed in the Table. We believe these measures will help decrease the morbidity and mortality of damage control patients, and decrease the logistic requirements for each individual patient.

**Future Measures for FST Thermoregulation**

Currently, far-forward deployed ventilators have no ability to heat ventilator gases. Warming of ventilator gases has been documented to help conserve body core temperature. Humidifier moisture exchangers have also been demonstrated to prevent further respiratory related heat loss. Future research and acquisition of these specialized ventilators could help maintain body temperature in the future.

A clear plastic hot pocket with multiple access points would allow patient observation and access en route, similar to the commercially available nuclear, biological, and chemical contamination patient covers. Improvements in convective warming devices, including water-warmed body/bed pads, may represent optimal body warming and replace warm air convective devices in the future. The Arctic Sun is another proprietary device that has demonstrated promise in improving the ability to rapidly warm patients. Some civilian trauma centers are using the fluid rapid infusion device with adaptation to an arterial-venous blood warming device in patients with severe hypothermia. This may have future application in the far-forward surgical platforms and level III surgical facilities.

Looking at long-term advances to provide noninvasive, deep tissue warming using currently unknown technology will provide rapid total body warming to any desired temperature. While, at first glance, one might conjure images of a science fiction movie, this technology may include advances in microwave heating or other deep radiating heat sources. This could conceivably include regional temperature gradients, for example, providing brain cooling and truncal heating in the multiple system injured patient. While this technology is probably far in the future, the US military should provide leadership in its development.

**Conclusion**

Creating universal minimal thermoregulation standards for all FSTs may decrease morbidity and mortality of combat damage control patients. These standards will also decrease the blood and IV fluid requirements for each individual patient, decreasing the logistical challenges for the FSTs. The importance of maintaining body core temperature in these combat damage control surgery patients cannot be overemphasized.
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